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Abstract
Embedding audio bits into images for transmission of video data alleviates the
synchronization problem common in video transmission techniques. We continue
work combining audio or other information bits and images into one file using digital watermarking techniques to correct the synchronization problem. The system
compresses the file by using wavelet image coefficients and implementing bit plane
coding.
Our research encompasses incorporating five free variables into the watermark/compression technique. These variables are watermark robustness, number of
coding iterations, number of image coefficients, number of watermarked information
bits, and number of watermarked error correcting bits. By altering these variables,
four measurements of the output change. The measurements are the information
bit error rate, the image quality, the bit rate, and the amount of watermarked data.
We mathematically demonstrate how the variables impact these measurements. Experimental results on real video data support our findings. By analyzing each video
frame, an automated system is able to choose optimal values of the five variables to
meet specified measurement constraints.

ix

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION
WATERMARKING IN WAVELET-BASED VIDEO
COMPRESSION

I. Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
With today’s heightened security concerns, smaller deployed forces are desired.
Reach back capabilities allow deployed units access to information required while
putting fewer people into danger. With fewer people deployed, a smaller area is required to station the deployed force. Securing a smaller physical area has manpower,
economic, and political savings. The deployed force relies upon the reach back units
stationed in the continental United States to perform vital functions the deployed
force cannot execute. Communication between the force and units is necessary for
mission success. Communication between the two must be information rich which
leads to video data.
Video data is a combination of images and audio and requires a large bandwidth
to transmit. It is possible to directly combine the audio/video and compress both
simultaneously.
1.2 Scope
This research further demonstrates that the technique pioneered by Mendenhall
[10] is a viable solution to transmitting video data. In his work, he embedded the
audio information into the image frame using digital watermarking techniques and
wavelet transform as opposed to appending the information at the end of the frame
as Zhang and Zheng [22] propose at Ohio State University. He then compressed the
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resulting wavelet coefficients. We further this work by incorporating error correction
code that increases the reliability of the watermarked information without detracting
from the image quality.
We increase the versatility of this technique by introducing variables that control the state of the system. These variables control the number of wavelet coefficients to use, the strength of the embedded watermark, and the number of iterations
to perform during quantization, among others. By adjusting these variables in a
known manner, we are able to achieve user specified requirements for the state of
the system. These requirements entail specifying an error rate in the information
bits transmitted, an amount of information to send, a bit rate to transmit, and an
image quality. This allows the system to be flexible under different situations.
We also expand this research to embed any binary information. No restriction
exists on the type of binary data to embed as the information.
1.3 Organization
This thesis is divided into four chapters. Chapter II provides background
information on different topics relevant to this work. This background will aid in
better understanding of Chapter III where we explain what the variables are, what
the measurements are, and the specifics of the system. We present the results and
analysis of this thesis research in Chapter IV and conclude in Chapter V.
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II. Background
This chapter provides background in order to better understand the rest of this
thesis. The background begins with a description of the Human Visual System
followed by a description of image quality measurement. Some properties of wavelets
are explained; wavelets are used in this study to embed the audio information into
the image files as a digital watermark and for transform-based compression. This
technique is based on a previous algorithm derived by Mendenhall; that work is also
explained. We conclude with a discussion of error correction codes.
2.1 Human Visual System
Any image processing system must take into account the Human Visual System
(HVS). The HVS is composed of the eye, the optical nerve, and the brain [21]. Within
the eye, the retina is composed of rods and cones. The rods perform better in low
light, and so deal mostly with colorless, gray scale images. The cones are divided into
three types each sensitive to a different frequency, color, of light. The information
from the rods and cones is sent along the optical nerve to the brain to be processed.
Each part of the HVS can introduce error to the final image processing. Because the
HVS is not a perfect system, the image processing system must simply reconstruct
an image that meets the detection criteria of the HVS. The reconstructed image
does not need to be an identical copy but one that is recognizable. That is, the
reconstructed image can suffer from errors that are not noticeable to the human eye.
Because the reconstructed image can contain these non-noticeable errors, noise
or data can be inserted into the reconstructed image without loss of recognition by
the HVS [19]. Insertion of this data is called visual masking. Three forms of visual
masking exist: spatial, spectral, and temporal masking [6, 14].
Spatial masking uses the luminance contrast of an image to conceal data. Noise
added to a highly textured image blends with the already highly contrasting luminance of the image. In a smooth image, less contrast exists. Because of this, the
2-1

luminance contrast of the noise is pronounced against the low contrasting image.
Therefore, with a highly textured image, noise or data can be added directly to the
image without any noticeable change to image quality.
Spectral masking relies upon the spectral frequencies, or colors, of the image.
The spectral frequencies analyzed by the HVS can be decomposed into three. They
are red, green, and blue. At the lowest frequency, blue, the sensitivity of the HVS
is much lower than the other two [5, 11]. For a colored image, we want to mask our
information in the blue region.
Temporal masking depends upon the frequency of displayed information. This
is called the flicker rate. Experiments show the sensitivity of the HVS to rates above
30Hz is very small. Sensitivity above 60Hz is about zero [7]. Standard video uses a
flicker rate of 30 frames a second while movies and computer monitors use 60Hz.
In this research, we are working with black and white video images. Thus,
spectral masking has no impact on our masking decisions. Because we analyze only
one frame at a time, temporal masking does not concern us. We are only concerned
with spatial masking. Clearly, such masking degrades image quality. We now discuss
how to measure the quality of an image.
2.2 Measuring Image Quality
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is the industry standard to measure the
quality of images. Equation 2.1 shows the calculation of PSNR, in decibels, with x
being the original pixel value, x0 being the reconstructed pixel value, and having N
total pixels.




max pixel value 
P SN R = 20 log10  qP
N
0 2
i (xi − xi ) /N

(2.1)

The mean squared difference for all the pixels is calculated in the denominator. The
advantage of the PSNR calculation versus using just the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
is with the PSNR, we take into account the maximum valued pixel in the numerator.
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This normalizes the PSNR for a class of images. Because the numerator is the max
value for the class, all 8-bit gray scale images are normalized the same whether they
are ‘bright’ or ‘dark.’ This removes from consideration the power of the image.
Power is not a consideration by the HVS in measuring quality. A more powerful
image does not necessarily mean it is a higher quality image, simply brighter. By
normalizing the measurement, the PSNR removes this power consideration.
2.3 Wavelets
Wavelet transforms are an excellent tool for image compression, providing high
quality (PSNR) and an efficient representation [1]. The wavelet transform takes
the image from the spatial domain and converts it into coefficients in the wavelet
domain. The wavelet domain has two key properties advantageous for our image
compression/reconstruction system. The multi-decomposition property is the first
and the second is parsimony [1].
2.3.1 Multi-Decomposition.

Because we are using two-dimensional im-

ages, we use the two-dimensional wavelet transform. The two-dimensional wavelet
transform is a separable transform meaning the transform can be applied in either
order [1, 2, 9]. In this research we apply the filter first down the columns and then
across the rows. Each transform involves the application of a high pass filter, H, and
a low pass filter, L, to create a detailed and coarse approximation to our original
signal, respectively. These approximations are decomposed by two to ensure equal
number of input samples and wavelet coefficients. Using these two filters which must
satisfy certain properties to form a valid wavelet transform, we decompose the standard image, “Lenna” in Figure 2.1, into four separate subbands as seen in Figure
2.2 [1]. The subband names come from the order of filtering. The LH subband means
the low pass filter was applied down the columns first and then the high pass filter
across the rows. Within each subband, different information is extracted from the
image. In the LH subband, the vertical edges are emphasized. The HL subband pulls
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out the horizontal edges with the HH subband extracting the diagonal edges. The
LL subband is a smoothed version, a coarse approximation, of the original image.
Figure 2.3 shows a simple image of the information extracted within each iteration
of the two-dimensional wavelet transform.

Figure 2.1:

Original 256 x 256 8-bit gray scale “Lenna” image.

The wavelet transform continues to decompose the image frame through multiple iterations. The LL subband image, the smoothed image, is again passed through
the filters to create four more subbands. These new subbands extract information
from the LL subband of the previous iteration and create detailed subbands at a
lower scale. Figure 2.4 shows the original “Lenna” image after three iterations of the
wavelet transform. The HH, HL, and LH subband of the first iteration are identical
to those in Figure 2.2. The first iteration’s LL subband is decomposed through two
additional iterations giving two more HH, HL, and LH subbands at coarser scales.
The final LL subband is a more smoothed, less detailed, version of the original image
because more information has been extracted by each of the other subbands during the iterations. Each of the subbands contains specific information, (horizontal

2-4

Subband i .j

Subband

Subband

Subband

Figure 2.2: The original image is decomposed into the four subbands. The name
of the subband comes from the type of filter and order. H is for high pass, and L is
for low pass. The first filter is applied down the columns, and the second is applied
across the rows.
LL

LH

HH

HL

Figure 2.3: A simplified version of the two-dimensional wavelet transform output.
The original image is a box which has the vertical edges extracted by the LH subband,
the horizontal edges extracted by the HL subband, and the diagonal edges by the
HH subband. The LL subband contains a smoothed version of the original for
information about the edges have been extracted by the other three subbands.
2-5

edges, vertical edges, diagonal edges, coarse approximation) at different scales; the
property of parsimony allows us to use a small portion of these subband coefficients
to reconstruct a quality image.

Figure 2.4: The original “Lenna” image after three iterations of the wavelet transform. The first iteration HH, HL, and LH subband are the same as before. The
other iterations of the HH, HL, and LH subbands extract more information from the
previous LL subband image. The final LL subband is an extremely coarse version of
the original image.

2.3.2 Parsimony.

The property of parsimony means that most of the

energy for the image is located in a few significant wavelet coefficients [1, 2]. Figure
2.5 shows a bar plot of the logarithmic of the number of coefficients versus their
magnitudes. Most coefficients are small. Because the majority of the image energy
is located in a few coefficients, we can reconstruct the image with high quality from
this small set of coefficients. By including more coefficients with less energy, we
do not gain a significant increase in image quality. Figure 2.6 shows the original
image, along with five different reconstructions. Each figure uses fewer coefficients
to reconstruct the image. When we use only the largest 13.5% of the available
coefficients, we still get a high quality image, PSNR > 33dB. Clearly, a small number
of wavelet coefficients provide a quality reconstruction. By using a small number of
2-6

coefficients, we significantly decrease the number of total bits necessary to transmit
the image, creating a more compressed transmission file.
5
4.5
4

log10 number of coefficinets

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

0

10

20
30
40
magnitude of coefficinets (x100)

50

60

Figure 2.5: Plot of the logarithmic of the number of wavelet coefficients with the
given energy magnitude. Each bar represents a spread of 50 for the coefficients from
0 to the maximum coefficient value, 3,214. Most of the coefficients contain little
energy. Most of the energy of the image is contained in a few coefficients.

2.4 Embedding Audio/Video
Current technologies for compressing video with audio typically compress both
aspects separately and then transmit the compressed files as two independent packages. This causes potential problems in the reconstruction of the video stream for the
audio signal can lose synchronization. Previous research by Zhang and Zheng at Ohio
State University addressed this problem by concatenating the audio information to
the bottom of the image file [22]. This corrects the synchronization problem in the
reconstruction for audio signals are tied to the specific frame. However, this forces
the image compression algorithm to operate on an artificial image with statistics
vastly different from natural imagery.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2.6: (a) The original image without any compression. (b) The original
image is reconstructed from all 65,536 coefficients giving a PSNR of 51dB. (c) Using
the 10,000 largest magnitude coefficients gives a PSNR of 37dB. (d) Using the 8,863
largest magnitude coefficients gives a PSNR of 36dB. (e) Using the 1,000 largest
magnitude coefficients gives a PSNR of 25dB. (f) Using the 500 largest magnitude
coefficients gives a PSNR of 23dB. Image quality does not noticeably degrade until
image (e).
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More recent research has used digital watermarking techniques to embed the
audio information directly into the image frame [10]. This addresses the audio synchronization problem, and also, permits the file with the embedded information to
compress to the same size as the image only compressed file.
2.5 Watermarking
Watermarks are information embedded into a source file. Information can be
embedded for data hiding, data authentication, medical safety, copy protection, and
copyright protection among others [8]. Some of these applications are for secure
transmission (data hiding, authentication, and medical safety), while others are for
commercial purposes. Guaranteeing illegal copies are not produced (copy protection) is fiscally important to the media outlets. However, the most popular use of
watermarking in the digital environment is in copyright protection [4, 17].
Digital watermarks embed information into a digital domain source as opposed
to a physical source. The two primary characteristics of digital watermarks are
identical to those in the physical world. They are:
• Imperceptibility - This is the property that states embedded information should
not distract from the source material. For example if the source is an image,
the image quality should remain high after watermarking. If the source is a
song, the embedded audio file should not introduce any new pops or hisses.
• Robustness - Also called Security or Strength. The watermark should survive
attacks upon it. These attacks come from signal processing for images or audio processing for songs. Because we are working with images, common signal
processing attacks include: image compression, filtering, image enhancement
techniques, quantization, digital-to-analog conversion, and analog-to-digital
conversion [3].
These two characteristics are necessary considerations in the design of a watermarking system. If imperceptibility is not considered, the presence of embedded informa2-9

tion is noticed which distracts from the quality of the source work. If robustness is
not considered, then when the work is compressed for transmission, the watermark
can be lost or corrupted.
One secondary characteristic is of importance to us. Extraction without original information allows the system to extract the watermark without any knowledge
about the original source work [20]. We can embed the watermark into any source,
and the receiver can still extract it without prior knowledge of the unwatermarked
source. This is important in video data. We do not wish to send every frame twice,
once with the watermark information and once without it, nor do we want the extra
overhead of decryption keys. If we are able to extract without original information,
we only need to send the video with the watermark. However, before we can transmit
the watermarked video, we must quantize and encode the video coefficients.
2.6 Quantization/Reconstruction
The quantization process consists of two parts. The two parts are the way the
magnitudes of the coefficients are coded into bits and the way the indices and signs
of the coefficients are coded. To code the magnitudes we use bit plane coding, while
to code the indices and signs we use index coding [15].
2.6.1 Bit Plane Coding.

Bit plane coding contains two portions: initial

bit assignment and bit refinement. The range of the quantization is selected based
upon the largest magnitude coefficient, C, and the number of quantization iterations
selected, Q. During the initial bit assignment, the system checks if the coefficient is
greater than or less than

C
.
2

If the value is larger, it receives a ‘1,’ else a ‘0.’ The

range is then broken in half for bit refinement. If the coefficient received a ‘1’ on the
first pass, on the second pass, the refinement, we determine if the coefficient is less
than or greater than

C
2

+ C/2
= 34 C to assign a ‘0’ or ‘1’ respectively. The refinement
2

occurs Q − 1 times. The minus one is because the initial assignment counts as one
iteration.
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As an example of this coding, let C = 128, Q = 3, and the coefficient = 70. In
the initial assignment, we compare 70 to

C
2

=

128
2

= 64. Because 70 is greater than

64, we assign a ‘1’ and decrease Q to 2. Now we are in bit refinement. We compare
70 against 34 C = 96. 70 is less than 96, and so we assign a ‘0’ and decrease Q to 1.
After two iterations we have coded 70 as ‘10.’ For the third pass, we compare 70 to
5
C
8

= 80. 70 is less than this value, so again we assign a ‘0’ and decrease Q. Because

Q now equals 0, we have concluded our iterations of coding. We have coded 70 as
‘100.’ Now we need to reconstruct the coefficient.
Reconstruction is recreating the quantized coefficient from the bit code. Because we know the largest magnitude coefficient, C, and the bit code, we can reconstruct the coefficient. With our example above, we had C = 128 and bit code
= ‘100.’ Taking the first bit, ‘1,’ we know the coefficient is between

C
2

= 64 and

C = 128. The second bit, ‘0,’ tells us the coefficient is less than 43 C = 96. We already
know the coefficient is greater than 64. We are shrinking the unknown range for the
coefficient. The third bit, ‘0,’ tell us the coefficient is also less than 58 C = 80. Therefore, we now know the coefficient lies somewhere between 64 and 80. We reconstruct
the coefficient as the midpoint value in this region. The reconstructed value for 70
in this example is

64+80
2

= 72. By increasing the number of iterations, increasing Q,

we will, on average, decrease the difference between the reconstructed and original
values.
2.6.2 Index Coding.

The bit plane coding converts the magnitudes into

bits while the index coding converts the index of the coefficient, the location, into
bits. The index coding also takes into consideration the sign of the coefficient which
was not considered previously.
Because of the multi-decomposition property of wavelets as seen in Figure 2.2,
we process the coefficients in the order specified in Figure 2.7. We start with the
coarse region. Moving to the first LH region, we process vertically through the
coefficients. This maintains the vertical nature of this subband. Next we process the
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first HL region by taking the coefficients horizontally. By maintaining the order of
each subband, we are able to minimize the distance between significant coefficients
and exploit correlations in the wavelet domain [12].

1

2

5

8

17 24 25 32

3

4

6

7

18 23 26 31

9 10 13 14 19 22 27 30
12 11 15 16 20 21 28 29
33 34 35 36 49 50 51 52
40 39 38 37 53 54 55 56
41 42 43 44 57 58 59 60
48 47 46 45 61 62 63 64

Figure 2.7: Order coefficients will be processed to minimize the distance between
significant coefficients. This follows the information extracted within each subband.
For the HL subband, we process horizontally, while for the LH subband we process
vertically.
When we code the indices, we use the first difference. We order the significant
coefficient indices in increasing order. This guarantees that the current index is
always greater than the previous index. The first difference stores a value that is
relative to the index stored before it. For example, if we have a list of indices I=[1 4
7 19 22], the stored values are I 0 = [1 3 3 12 3]. The difference between the index and
its predecessor is stored. To reconstruct the indices, we sum them together. Given
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I 0 as before, we would get [1 1+3 1+3+3 1+3+3+12 1+3+3+12+3] giving [1 4 7 19
22] which is our original I value.
When we coded the magnitudes, we did not take into account the sign. In the
index coding we include the sign. We attach the sign, ‘+’ or ‘-,’ to the first difference
of the indices. Given our indices I=[1 4 7 19 22] as before, and the corresponding
coefficients, [42 -33 19 12 -8], we would get the first difference I 0 =[+1 -3 +3 +12 -3].
We take this first difference and convert to binary. I 0 in binary is [+0001 0011 +0011 +1100 -0011]. To save bits, we remove the leading ‘0’s as they offer
no information. This gives [+1 -11 +11 +1100 -11]. We now see that each set of
bits starts with a ‘1.’ Removing these initial ‘1’s, we get the final output index code
IC=[+ -1 +1 +100 -1]. In this example for the four indices with their associated
signs, we need only code the four signs plus six bits. This is a significant savings as
initially we had the four signs in addition to 16 bits. These coding techniques of [15]
are used in the Mendenhall Digital Watermarking System [10].
2.7 Mendenhall’s Digital Watermarking System
In 2001 Mendenhall created a digital watermarking system that embedded the
audio for a video steam into the image frames for transmission [10]. The system
entails embedding the audio bits into the image frame using a digital watermark,
quantizing the post-watermarked image coefficients, transmitting across a lossless
channel, reconstructing the image coefficients, and extracting the audio bits from the
reconstructed image coefficients as seen in Figure 2.8. The system uses a constant
embedding strength and a sufficient number of quantization iterations to guarantee
perfect audio bit extraction.
The stereo audio channels are combined into one bit stream. The bytes are
combined such that they alternate between a right channel byte and left channel
byte. This stores bytes of audio that are heard at the same time physically in a
stream close to one another. The audio bit stream is divided into blocks of bits for
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Figure 2.8: The five sections of Mendenhall’s Digital Watermarking System embedding an audio bit stream into the image frame.
each image frame. If there are five frames and 20,000 audio bits, then each frame
will contain 4,000 audio bits.
These audio bits are embedded into the image coefficients using the digital
watermarking technique described in [16] based upon work by [18].

The post-

watermarked coefficient is based upon the coefficient value, the embedding strength,
and the audio bit. Using modulo arithmetic (explained in Equation 2.2), the coefficient is dropped to the closest multiple of the embedding strength, S.
a
modulo(a, b) = a − b ∗ f loor( )
b

for b 6= 0

(2.2)

If the coefficient is greater than zero, subtraction is used, or if less than zero, addition.
If the audio bit is a ‘1,’ then

S
4

is added to this altered coefficient for positive coef-

ficients and subtracted from for negative coefficient to create the post-watermarked
coefficient. To embed a ‘0,’ 43 S is used. This forces every post-watermarked coefficient to be a multiple of the embedding strength, S, plus

S
4

if containing an embedded

‘1’ and 34 S if containing a ‘0.’
Using the bit plane and index coding as explained previously, these postwatermarked coefficients are converted to bits for transmission. The system assumes
a lossless channel for transmission such that every bit sent is received without error.
Upon receiving the transmitted bits, they are reconstructed as explained earlier to
get the reconstructed image coefficients.
The extraction process uses the reconstructed image coefficients and the known
embedding strength to recreate the audio stream. Again using the technique de-
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scribed in [16], the system uses modulo arithmetic to determine the embedded bit
value. The system checks if modulo(reconstructed coefficient, S) is greater or less
than

S
2

where S is the embedding strength. If the value is greater than or equal to S2 ,

the the system determines a ‘0’ was embedded into the coefficient. If less than, the
system determines a ‘1’ was embedded. The extracted bit stream is reconstructed
into stereo audio.
The reconstructed image coefficients still contain the embedded audio bits, but
Mendenhall used an embedding strength and number of quantization iterations to
ensure the reconstructed image maintained a high PSNR as compared to the original.
The embedding strength, S, and number of quantization iterations, Q, were also set
to guarantee perfect extraction of the audio bits. In this research, we allow for the
possibility of incorrectly decoding audio bits. Such errors can be addressed by error
correcting codes.
2.8 Bose-Chadhuri-Hocquenghem Error Correcting Code
Binary error correction codes (ECC) not only detect bit errors but are able
to correct some. The Bose-Chadhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) code is a type of cyclic
code that is a subset of linear block codes [13]. Cyclic codes are characterized by
two parameters, n and k with n > k. k bits of information are encoded into an
n-bit codeword. For each k bits of information there exists only one n-bit codeword
that it will be encoded as. These codeword bits are transmitted instead of the actual information bits. The decoder checks the received bit codeword and compares
it against a look-up table of known bit codewords for the n, k parameters. If the
received codeword is in the look-up table, the k information bit word is returned.
If the codeword is not in the look-up table, the decoder must determine what the
information word should be. Because there are more codewords than information
words, 2n > 2k , the decoder uses the Hamming distances between the codewords to
determine the information word. The Hamming distance is the amount the codewords differ from one another [13]. For example, two codewords of [1 0 0 1] and [1
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0 1 0] have a Hamming distance of two for they differ only in the last two bits. The
greater the distance, the more errors the code can correct. As errors are introduced,
the codewords become altered from their original values. If the codewords differ
enough to be a different codeword, the codeword is decoded incorrectly. By having
a large Hamming distance, the likelihood a codeword is decoded incorrectly is less.
The BCH code does not guarantee perfect correcting ability. The tradeoff
between n and k determines the number of bits in the codeword that can be corrected.
The number of bits that can be corrected is given by t, which varies with the choice
of n and k. As k decreases for a constant n, t increases. This means, as we increase
the overhead to encode the information words, we gain more error correction.
2.9 Summary
This chapter discussed how the HVS is an imperfect system. As a result, a
reconstructed image does not need to be identical to the original for the human
eye to perceive no error. This allows for information embedding and lossy image
compression. PSNR is the industry standard used to measure image quality which
we also use.
We exploit two important properties of wavelets in our system. Because of
the multi-decomposition property of wavelets, we are able to process the wavelet
coefficients of an image by separate bands. The parsimonious property of wavelets
allow us to retain a small number of the possible coefficients to reconstruct a quality
image.
Previous methods have been tried for audio/video transmission with synchronization problems or transmission size being the bottlenecks. Using digital watermarks, Mendenhall was able to embed the audio information into the image frames.
Bit plane coding and index coding of the post-watermarked wavelet coefficients of the
image frame gave a way to transmit the information and reconstruct it. Mendenhall
used a constant embedding strength and a high number of quantization iterations
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to guarantee perfect extraction of the audio bits and a high quality reconstructed
image. Using this system along with a Bose-Chadhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) error
correction code, we are now able to introduce and explain tradeoffs to meet the user’s
needs in the audio/video compression and transmission system.
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III. Methodology and Design
This chapter includes the specific approach to analyze and modify the information
watermarking and wavelet-based video compression developed by Mendenhall [10].
It explains the two channel structure of our system. The variables that dictate the
system’s state and the three measurements used to character the state are described.
The chapter concludes by discussing the quantization process and the Information
Bit Error Rate (IBER) plot regions which demonstrate some restrictions on the
variables.
3.1 Two Channel Structure
The entire watermarking and compression system can be categorized as a two
channel system as seen in Figure 3.1. The video bits transmitted are sent across a
lossless channel. No errors are introduced into the bit stream by the lossless channel.

lossless channel
quantized
bits

received
quantized
bits

transmission

lossy channel
information
bits

error correction
encoding

embedding

watermark bits

lossless
channel

quantization

post-watermarked
coefficients

received
quantized
bits

quantized
bits

image
coefficients

Figure 3.1:

reconstruction

extraction

error correction
decoding

reconstructed
information
bits

extracted
watermark bits

reconstructed
image
coefficients

Two Channel representation of watermarking and compression system.

The information bits and image coefficients are sent across a lossy channel.
Upon reconstruction, the transmitted quantized bits are combined to give the reconstructed image coefficients. These reconstructed image coefficients differ from
the original image coefficients due to the information bits embedded into them in
addition to quantization.
The information bits are encoded and then embedded into the image coefficients which are quantized before transmitting across the lossless channel. The
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quantization is considered an attack on the embedded watermarked bits since quantization alters the reconstructed image from its original value. This potentially causes
bit loss or error during the bit extraction process for we no longer have an exact copy
of the post-watermarked coefficient before quantization. As explained in Section 2.8,
the decoding should correct some of these errors, but it cannot correct them all and
may in fact introduce some of its own decoding errors into the final reconstructed
information bits. If the errors introduced exceed the Hamming distance of the codeword, the errored codeword may be decoded incorrectly. Instead of recognizing it
as a errored copy of the original codeword, it may be seen as an errored copy of
a different codeword. This is why the ECC costs. We need a Hamming distance
greater than the amount of introduced error.
3.2 Variables
The following variables dictate the state of the system:
• N is the number of significant wavelet coefficients from the current image
frame. N is clearly less than or equal to the total number of pixels in the
image. We want N large enough to achieve a quality image. A quality image
is similar enough to the original image that the human visual system cannot
differentiate between the two. Also, as N increases, more watermark bits can
be incorporated. This is a one to one ratio; one and only one watermark bit can
be embedded into each coefficient. Therefore, N is also the maximum number of watermark bits. More watermark bits allow for increased information
transmission or the incorporation of additional error correcting capability.
However, we want N small enough to decrease the bit to pixel ratio from
a compression standpoint. The wavelet property of parsimony states that
most of the image’s energy is in a small number of significant coefficients. By
increasing N , we use more of the non-significant coefficients. Keeping these
non-significant coefficients requires a finer degree of quantization. These non-
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significant coefficients are much smaller than the significant ones and require
additional refinement passes in the quantization process. Quantizing to a finer
degree means we will store more bits, opposing the compression desire: to limit
the amount of bits for transmission.
• T is the number of bits needed to fully define the maximum coefficient of the
image as in Equation 3.1 where wi are the wavelet coefficients of the image.
Thus the largest coefficient always has magnitude less than 2(T +1) . T is commonly on the order of 11 or 12.
T = floor(log2 (max (abs(wi )))),

(3.1)

This variable is image dependant. The value of T changes based upon the
current image.
• Q is the number of quantization iterations. This is related to how many bits are
stored for transmission. For a given Q, the quantization levels go from 2T to
2(T −Q+1) . Therefore, the smallest watermarked coefficient the quantization step
can store is 2(T −Q+1) . As Q increases, the reconstructed coefficients are more
accurate which increases the image quality. Also with detailed reconstructed
coefficients, the difference in a coefficient with an embedded ‘1’ and the same
coefficient with an embedded ‘0’ is noticeable and therefore extractable. Q also
impacts the number of transmission bits. Increasing Q increases the refinement
of the coefficients which increases the number of bits required to describe each
coefficient. Therefore, we wish to keep the number of quantization iterations
large enough to give sufficient detail within the coefficients and improve image
quality but small enough to keep the number of bits to transmit low.
• S is the strength (robustness) of the watermark. This determines how much
of an attack the watermark can survive. The attack on the watermark in this
system comes from the quantization of the watermarked coefficients. The larger
the S, the more robust the watermark is to attacks. The difference between
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an embedded ‘1’ and an embedded ‘0’ is

S
.
2

By increasing S, we increase

the separation between each embedded watermark value. By increasing the
separation, we can compensate for attacks that corrupt the value of the postwatermarked coefficient. If the post-watermarked coefficient is altered less than
± S4 , the watermarked bit is extracted without error. This implies we want a
large S.
However, we also have reasons to keep S small. By embedding a watermark bit
into the coefficient, we modify that coefficient. With a large S, we corrupt the
coefficient by a large amount. The PSNR of the reconstructed image is based
on the coefficient being similar to the pre-watermarked coefficient. To maintain
image quality, we want a small S so that we do not significantly distort the
wavelet coefficients. Another reason to keep S small is for quantization. By
increasing the level of coefficient distortion , we may create a post-watermarked
coefficient too small for our quantization level. Our quantization has a lower
limit; the smallest value it can quantify. If we distort the coefficient too much,
such that it drops below this minimum value, then a coefficient which was
significant is ignored.
• to is the smallest level of quantization. This implies to is the value of the
smallest coefficient that can be quantified. The minimum value is independent
of S. The smallest wavelet coefficient after watermarking must be greater than
this value.
to = 2(T −Q+1) .

(3.2)

• NQ is the largest N for a specific Q value and specified image file. Sorting the
wavelet coefficients of the image by magnitude, NQ is the maximum number
of coefficients starting with the most significant and working down through
the non-significant coefficients that can be quantized for the given image and
number of quantization iterations, Q. The coefficient just beyond the NQ th
coefficient is too small to be quantized. It will be skipped during quantization.
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Because of this, we keep the number of coefficients we use, N , less than or
equal to NQ , never greater. As shown in Equation 3.3, to use a coefficient,
it must be quantifiable and therefore, must be one of the first NQ significant
coefficients.
N ≤ NQ

(3.3)

• M is the number of information bits encoded in the image frame. This value
is always less than or equal to the total number of watermark bits and clearly,
the number of significant wavelet coefficients, N .
M ≤ N.

(3.4)

• k is the number of information bits for an n, k Bose-Chahuri-Hocquenghem
(BCH) error correcting code.
• n is the length of the codeword the k information bits will be mapped into for
an n, k BCH error correcting code; n > k.
• t is the number of bits out of n that can be corrected in an n, k BCH error
correcting code. Given an n and k, t is specified. An n, k code can correct
error rates less than nt .
3.3 Measurements
Three fundamental issues are relevant to the state of the system. They are
the image quality, the quality of the transmitted information bits, and the rate of
transmission. PSNR is used to measure the image quality, while IBER measures the
quality of the transmitted information. Bit rate is the third measure used to quantify
the rate of transmission. If the image is of poor quality, the system has created a bad
but still useable result. Likewise, a large transmission file will simply take longer to
send but will not ruin the system. However, if the transmitted information bits are
unusable, the system has failed.
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3.3.1 Peak Signal to Noise Ratio.

As explained in Section 2.2, the Peak

Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is the quantitative measurement for image quality
commonly used by the image processing community. Thus, we also use the PSNR
to measure image quality for this system.
3.3.2 Information Bit Error Rate (IBER).

The Information Bit Error Rate

(IBER) is calculated as the number of information bits extracted incorrectly divided
by the total number of information bits transmitted, M .
An IBER of 50% is the worst case. Because the information bits are either a
‘1’ or a ‘0,’ guessing at the extracted information bit stream is probabilistically just
as accurate as the system. If S is large, this occurs when the quantization level is
not fine enough to quantify all the watermarked coefficients. In this situation, one or
more of the coefficients will be skipped in quantization causing a Dropped Bit Error.
Therefore upon extraction, this dropped bit is not discovered by the extractor. The
extractor’s output contains portions of the original information bits shifted because
of the dropped bit. Since the bits are shifted, the extracted information bits contain
50% error.
If S is small, an IBER greater than 0% means that there are no dropped bits,
but a problem extracting the information bits exists called Extraction Error. This
occurs because the difference between an embedded ‘1’ and ‘0’ is not great enough.
This can be fixed by either increasing the quantization iterations, Q, to a finer degree
or by increasing the watermark strength, S, which increases the separation between
an embedded ‘1’ and an embedded ‘0.’
3.3.3 Bit Rate.

The bit rate is the ratio of the number of transmitted bits

to the number of pixels. This gives the number of bits necessary to represent each
pixel. No compression would be a bit rate of eight because we are using eight bits
for each of our 2562 pixels. The smaller the rate, the more compression.
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3.4 Quantization
As described in Section 3.2, Q dictates the number of quantization iterations to
perform. In Mendenhall’s system, the number of quantization iterations was based
on achieving perfect extraction of the information bits without any error correction
code [10], IBER=0%. To this end, the Q value was calculated based on the minimum
coefficient after the watermarking process. The relationship is explained in Equation
3.5 with T defined in Equation 3.1.
minimum post-watermarked coefficient = 2(T −Q+1) .

(3.5)

For this thesis investigation, we are not restricted to this value for Q. Instead,
because we are making the number of iterations variable, we specifically choose a Q
value less than that specified by Equation 3.5.
After specifying the value of Q, we now know the minimum post-watermarked
coefficient, to , that we can quantify defined in Equation 3.2. This equation takes into
account the T from our image and the Q we have chosen. Any value less than to is
skipped during quantization and so never seen during extraction. The quantization
and reconstruction bins are the same. They are

to
2

wide. Figure 3.2 shows for a given

T = 11 and Q = 8, the distribution of the bins. The minimum value is at to with
every other bin edge at j ∗ to where j is the bin number. For this example, to = 16.
The reconstruction values are created from the quantization bit output that is
transmitted across the lossless channel. These values lie halfway between each bin.
Therefore, they lie at
reconstruction valuesj = to + j ∗

to to
+ .
2
4

(3.6)

Figure 3.3 shows the reconstruction values laying between the bins. The reconstruction values are the short lines, while the bin edges are the tall lines.
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Figure 3.3: Bins with reconstruction values for T = 11 and Q = 8. The short lines
are the reconstruction values, while the tall lines are the bins.
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3.5 Regions on the IBER plot
Figure 3.4 shows experimentally Information Bit Error Rates (IBER) for a
constant Q and T while varying S. The three regions are the Extraction Error
region, Perfect Extraction region, and the Dropped Bits region.
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Figure 3.4: Three Regions of Information Bit Error Rate versus S using experimental results.

3.5.1 Dropped Bits region.

The Dropped Bits region is defined by an IBER

of 50% with a large S. The S in this region is too strong, large, for the system,
pushing the post-watermarked coefficient below the minimum quantization level, t o .
When embedding a ‘1’ or ‘0,’ the coefficient is altered by our watermarking method
explained in section 2.7 which uses modulo arithmetic to drop the coefficient to a
multiple of S. If S is too large, dropping to the next lowest multiple of it may drop the
post-watermarked coefficient below to . During quantization, this post-watermarked
coefficient will be missed. Because the value is smaller than the minimum quantizeable value, it will not be quantized to any value. It is skipped completely. Upon
reconstruction, the system cannot reconstruct this coefficient because it was never
quantized. During extraction, the bit in this coefficient is not extracted. Appearing
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to have dropped a bit, the extracted information bit stream is shifted by one where
the bit was dropped causing a 50% IBER.
3.5.2 Extraction Error region.

The Extraction Error region is defined by an

S less than the Perfect Extraction region. Within this region, the IBER is not always
50% like in the Dropped Bit region. Instead, the IBER takes on values from 0% to
50% because the S is not large enough to push an embedded ‘1’ and an embedded ‘0’
into different quantization/reconstruction bins. As mentioned before, the difference
between an embedded ‘1’ and a ‘0’ is

S
2

giving the difference from one embedded ‘1’

to the next embedded ‘1’ as 2 ∗ S2 = S. However, the width of the reconstruction bins
is based upon T and Q, independent of S. The bins are

to
2

wide with to defined in

Equation 3.2. When the difference between an embedded ‘1’ and the next embedded
‘1’ becomes less than the width of two bins, 2 ∗

S
2

=S <2∗

to
2

= to , more than just

two embedded bits will be within the range of the two bins. This causes extraction
error, for each bin can only return one extracted value, a ‘1’ or a ‘0,’ never both. The
IBER increases while the S decreases because more bins contain multiple embedded
bits. When each bin contains one embedded ‘1’ and one embedded ‘0,’ we get 50%
IBER. Only half the bits are extracted correctly.
3.5.3 Perfect Extraction region.

In this region, the S, Q, and T mesh per-

fectly. All the post-watermarked coefficients are quantized such that only one embedded value lies within the quantization/reconstruction bin. During the watermarking
step, a coefficient will be placed within different quantization/reconstruction bins
based upon whether a ‘1’ or a ‘0’ is embedded within it. Therefore, all coefficients
within a reconstruction bin contain embedded ‘1’s or they all contain embedded ‘0’s.
Upon reconstruction, all the embedded bits are extracted perfectly.
3.5.4 Theoretical Result.

Figure 3.5 shows given the Q and image file

(which gives T ), the IBER can be predicted for the Extraction Error region. This
is the region we wish to operate in. We cannot operate in the Dropped Bits region
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because we cannot operate with 50% IBER. The Perfect Extraction region gives
many values of S to choose, but only one value makes sense. This value is S = to .
Any S larger than this in the region gives the same IBER but decreases the PSNR of
the image because the coefficients are being altered more from their original values.
We now have an upper limit on S, to . The lower limit on S is where IBER first hits
50% with decreasing S. This occurs at S =

to
.
2

At this S, two embedded values

within each quantization/reconstruction bin first occur. Less than this S, every bin
contains two or more embedded values. Increasing the number of embedded values
beyond two does not change the probability of that bin causing an error. Whether
the bin contains one or more than one embedded values makes the bin a good bin
for quantization/reconstruction or a bad bin. Therefore, we have a range for useful
S:

Information Bit Error Rate (IBER)

to
< S ≤ to .
s

50%

0%

(3.7)

Extraction
Error region

Dropped
Bits region

Perfect
Extraction
region

0

to
2

to

S value

Figure 3.5: Three Regions of Information Bit Error Rate versus S using theoretical
calculations.
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3.6 Summary
This chapter explained the two channel design of the system. The lossless channel implies that the bits we send are received without any error. The second channel
is lossy. This channel introduces distortion and error into the image coefficients and
information bits, respectively. The variables that define the system parameters were
also explained. Some of the interrelationships between these variables will be explained further in Chapter IV. These interrelationships achieve the goals specified
by the user. Quantization was further explained in the context of how the system
actually operates. Finally, we explained the Extraction Error region on the IBER
versus S plot of Figure 3.5 where we operate.
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IV. Results and Analysis
This chapter explains the results of our analysis. It answers the question: given a
requirement by the user, what parameters should the system use? The measurements
are the information bit error rate (IBER), compression size based on the number of
wavelet coefficients and quantization level, bit rate, IBER with error correction code
(ECC), and PSNR.
4.1 Given IBER acceptable to the user, T, and Q, choose S
One of the uses of this system is to specify an IBER, an image, and a compression size specified by Q. Using this information we can specify the minimal S to
achieve these goals.
As explained earlier in Section 3.5, Q and T dictate the minimum coefficient that can be quantized, to .
tion/reconstruction bins which is

They also dictate the width of the quantizato
,
2

and thus the reconstruction values. S dictates

the distance between embedded bits. Between an embedded ‘1’ and embedded ‘0’ is
S
.
2

Between an embedded ‘1’ and the next embedded ‘1’ is 2 ∗

S
2

= S. When S = to ,

we get exactly one embedded bit value within each bin because the width of the bins
and the distance between two embedded bits are equal. This choice of S is at the
lower end of the Perfect Extraction region. The embedded values and the bin values
all occur at multiples of to . Equation 4.1 shows where the embedded values occur.
S
S
+j
4
2

for all j values

(4.1)

For even j, these are embedded ‘1’s while for odd j, these are embedded ‘0’ values.
Figure 4.1 shows how only one embedded value lies within each bin. The tall lines are
the bin edges, the middle lines are the reconstruction values, while the short triangles
are the embedded ‘1’s, and the short circles are the embedded ‘0’s for T = 11, Q = 8,
and S = to .
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Figure 4.1: Bin edges, reconstruction values, and embedded bit values. Tall lines
are the bin edges, the middle lines are the reconstructed vales. The short triangles
are the embedded ‘1’s, and the short circles are the embedded ‘0’s.
As S decreases, we now enter the Extraction Error region. Because S < to ,
some bins contain both an embedded ‘1’ and an embedded ‘0.’ These are the bad bins
that cause extraction error. The extraction error occurs because each bin contains
only one reconstruction value, the middle line from Figure 4.1. The system can
only extract one bit value from the reconstruction value as explained in Section
2.7. Therefore, if an embedded ‘1’ and ‘0’ are both within the same bin, both postwatermarked coefficients are quantized and reconstructed as the same value. The
system extracts the same bit from these coefficients because they are reconstructed
as the same value. The extracted bit is correct for only one of the embedded bits.
As S decreases, the difference between an embedded ‘1’ and embedded ‘0’ shrinks
compared to the width of the bins which is independent of S. More bins become
bad bins. When S =

to
,
2

an embedded ‘1’ and an embedded ‘0’ are within every bin.

This causes the IBER to be 50%. Figure 4.2 shows the layout of the embedded bits
with respect to the bin values for S = 34 to . Figure 4.3 shows how each bin contains
both an embedded ‘1’ and ‘0’ when S =

to
.
2
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Figure 4.2: Bin edges, reconstruction values, and embedded bits values for S = 43 to .
Tall lines are the bin edges, the middle lines are the reconstructed values. The short
triangles are the embedded ‘1’s and the short circles are the embedded ‘0’s. A third
of the bins contain both an embedded ‘1’ and embedded ‘0.’ These are the bad bins
that cause the extraction error.
As seen in Figure 3.5 previously, we can predict the IBER for a given T and Q
for varying S in the Extraction Error region. Our experimental results in Figure 3.4
prove that our prediction of a linearly decreasing line in this region is correct. When
S=

to
,
2

we get an IBER=50%. This drops to 0% when S = to . IBER depends upon

the relationship between S and to . Equation 4.2 shows the IBER function within
the Extraction Error region as this is the only region of interest.
50
IBER = − to S + 100
2

to
≤ S ≤ to
2

(4.2)

This is the only region of interest for S values larger than to does not decrease the
IBER any for it already is at 0%. For S values less than

to
,
2

we get 50% which is

uncorrectable. At these values of S, half the bits are wrong. The reconstructed bit
stream is useless. This is why we restrict the values of S to be between

to
2

and to .

Therefore, for a given IBER, T , and Q, we can find the smallest S to meet the IBER
requirement using Equation 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: Bin edges, reconstruction values, and embedded bits values for S = t2o .
Tall lines are the bin edges, the middle lines are the reconstructed values. The short
triangles are the embedded ‘1’s and the short circles are the embedded ‘0’s. Every
bin contains both an embedded ‘1’ and embedded ‘0.’ Because the system can only
extract one of these embedded bit values from each reconstructed values, half of the
extracted bits will be extracted wrong giving an IBER=50%.
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4.2 Given T, Q, and S, choose NQ
NQ as explained in Section 3.2 is the largest number of coefficients from the
given image that can be used for watermarking and still be quantized without introducing errors due to dropped bits. As shown earlier, the amount of watermark bits
equals the number of wavelet coefficients retained, so NQ also impacts the amount
of information bits we can send. The number of coefficients retained along with the
quantization level, Q, directly affects the amount of bits we transmit which dictates
the bit rate. The prediction of NQ clearly impacts many requirements.
To predict NQ , the image coefficients are sorted by magnitude with the largest
being at N = 0 and decreasing in magnitude as N increases. NQ is based on the
T from the image frame, the Q for the quantization limit, and the S which tells
how much each coefficient will be altered. For a given set of parameters, T , Q,
and S, and a given image, we get different NQ values. The NQ value can change
significantly when selecting different parameters with the same image because of the
modulo arithmetic used in calculating the post-watermarked coefficients as seen in
Equation 4.3 with modulo explained in Equation 2.2.
post-watermarked coefficient = coefficient − modulo(coefficient, S) + ( S4 , 34 S)
based on whether embedding a ‘1’ or a ‘0’ with coefficient ≥ 0,
(4.3)
The smallest post-watermarked coefficient within the range of NQ must be large
enough to still be quantized by the given Q. Therefore, this value must be larger
than to , the smallest quantizeable value. For coefficients less than zero, Equation 4.3
switches signs.
To calculate NQ , we create an initial guess of the minimum pre-watermarked
coefficient. We set the minimum post-watermarked coefficient equal to to which is
the minimum value we can quantize. We assume modulo(coefficient, S) will return
S. This assumption gives a distortion larger than possible with the modulo function.
We choose to embed a ‘1’ because embedding a ‘1’ adds
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S
4

to the final output as

opposed to adding 43 S which embedding a ‘0’ does. We add the smaller amount
because we have just subtracted S from the coefficient, and we want to keep the postwatermarked value as distorted as possible from the original coefficient. By using the
most distorted value, we calculate the largest minimum coefficient. This minimum
coefficient is at least S −

S
4

= 34 S away from its original value. When we use actual

minimum coefficients, they cannot be distorted this much. M odulo(coefficient, S)
will always be less than S. Equation 4.4 gives the calculation of this initial minimum
coefficient.
initial minimum coefficient = to + S −

S
3
= to + S
4
4

(4.4)

We sort the image coefficients by their magnitude with greatest magnitude first.
We search through the sorted image coefficients to find the minimum wavelet image
coefficient just larger than this initial minimum coefficient. This gives us NQ0 , the
starting NQ value.
To find NQ , we start with the coefficient NQ0 + 1 specifies. Using this coefficient, we calculate its post-watermarked value as in Equation 4.5 again assuming
embedding a ‘1.’
post-watermarked coefficient = coefficient − modulo(coefficient, S) +

S
4

(4.5)

The difference with this calculation and the calculation for the initial minimum
coefficient in Equation 4.4 is now we are no longer assuming modulo(coefficient, S) =
S. If this post-watermarked coefficient is greater than to , then we increment NQ0 by
one and take the next coefficient and repeat. When we find a coefficient whose postwatermarked value is less than to , we stop. NQ = NQ0 . The algorithm in Table 4.1
demonstrates this iterative process.
For a constant T and Q, as S increases, NQ0 decreases. When calculating
the true NQ , as S increases, NQ may or may not increase. This is because we are
including the modulo function which is non-linear. M odulo(coefficient, S) can only
return values between 0 and S. It is does not return linear results for as the coefficient
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NQ0 = number of coefficients larger than intial minimum coefficient
ntemp = NQ0
toosmall=false
while(toosmall=false)
post-watermarked coefficient = coefficient of image at (ntemp + 1) - modulo(coefficient of image at (ntemp + 1), S) + S4
if (post-watermarked coefficient < to )
toosmall = true
ntemp = ntemp − 1
end if
ntemp = ntemp + 1
end while
NQ = ntemp
Table 4.1:

Algorithm for determining NQ

approaches a multiple of S, modulo(coefficient, S) approaches S. However, when the
coefficient equals a multiple of S, modulo(coefficient, S) equals 0. A coefficient may
be too small for a subset of an S range with a given T and Q. It will work for the
large and small S values but not for some in between values. An example follows.
to= 16

11.2
11.3

12.7
12.8

14.125

15.875

coefficient=
22.4121

2*11.2
= 22.4 2*11.3
= 22.6

25.2

Figure 4.4: This figure shows how the modulo math changes the acceptable
minimum coefficient over a range of S. For the coefficient=22.4121, the range
11.2 ≤ S ≤ 12.7 is unacceptable while S values outside this range are acceptable.
Figure 4.4 demonstrates how one coefficient is too small for a subset of S.
In this example, T = 12 and Q = 9, with to = 16 from Equation 3.2. For an
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NQ that gives a minimum coefficient=22.4121, S values between 11.3 and 12.7 are
unacceptable. For S=12.7, 22.4121 - modulo(22.4121,S) = 12.7. Adding

S
4

= 3.175

gives a post-watermarked value of 15.875 which is less than to and so will not be
quantizable.
As S decreases, the post-watermarked value also decreases till S = 11.2. 11.2 ∗
2 gives 22.4 which is just less than the minimum coefficient, 22.4121. Therefore,
22.4121 - modulo(22.4121,S) = 22.4. Before adding the

S
,
4

we are already greater

than to . Which makes the NQ that allows this minimum coefficient acceptable for
this S.
Moving in the other direction, allowing S to equal 12.8 makes the NQ that gives
us 22.4121 acceptable too. 22.4121 - modulo(22.4121,S) is 12.8. Adding

S
4

which is

3.2 to 12.8 gives 16 which is our to making this quantizable and S acceptable.
Given a T , Q, and S, we can specify the number of coefficients, NQ , from the
image we can use for watermarking. We sort the image coefficients in decreasing
magnitude order. Using Equation 4.4, we calculate the initial minimum coefficient.
Following the algorithm described previously, we test each coefficient in the image
that is smaller than this initial minimum coefficient to find their post-watermarked
value. When we find a post-watermarked value less than to , we have gone too far.
Taking the index of the last coefficient whose post-watermarked value was not less
than to , we have our NQ for the given parameters.
4.3 Given T, S, and N, choose an Error Correction Code to meet the required IBER
By incorporating a BCH error correction code (ECC), we can lower the IBER
to a rate acceptable to the user. As explained in Section 2.8, using the ECC entails a
cost. Without ECC, every watermarked bit is an information bit. We can send up to
N information bits with N being the number of coefficients we are using. However,
when we incorporate ECC, a portion of the N watermark bits must be used for the
coding. Using an n, k BCH ECC,

k
N
n

bits are available as information bits. With
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the ECC, we can no longer use all N watermark bits for information. We can only
use a percentage of them because of the overhead in the ECC.
4.3.1 Choosing N, n, k, and M.

When choosing the k and n values for

the ECC, we must be aware of the impact on redefining M and N . The system
determines N and M from the user’s specified image and information bit stream.
Independent of the choice for N and M , n and k can also be set. Equation 4.6 shows
the relationship between these variables.
M≤

k
N
n

(4.6)

During the encoding step prior to watermarking, we break the M information
bits into blocks of k length bits. These pass through the BCH encoder for mapping
from k length blocks into n length codewords. If M is not a multiple of k we need
to include extra bits into the information bit stream to ensure each block of bits is
k length before going to the encoder.
In watermarking, we take the codewords of n bit length, append them together
into one long watermark bit stream, and embed them into the N coefficients. The
number of watermark bits is a multiple of n. We need to ensure that this is less
than or equal to the number of coefficients, N . If the number of watermark bits
is less than N , we need to append extra bits to the watermark bits to ensure that
every coefficient receives a watermark bit. If we do not, then upon extraction, the
system extracts a bit from every coefficient regardless of whether we embedded one.
The system extracts bits from coefficients that never had bits embedded into them.
These non-embedded bits would be extra bits that have no meaning in our extracted
watermark. To ensure we do not end up with any extra bits, we encode a bit into
every coefficient.
Since N and M are in general chosen independently, they may not be multiples
of n and k, respectively. Thus, dummy bits must be embedded into the coefficients.
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These dummy bits could be used to convey additional information or provide more
error correction. These are lost opportunities for we are transmitting coefficients
that only carry dummy bits. These superfluous coefficients can be removed which
would also remove the need to include dummy bits. Therefore, in this research, we
force N to be a multiple of n. We also chose M from the selection of N , n, and k
using Equation 4.7 which guarantees that M is a multiple of k, and we are using
every bit possible for information storage for the given number of coefficients and
ECC strength.
M=

k
N
n

4.3.2 Binary Symmetric Channel.

(4.7)
The reason we are introducing ECC

is because the user specified an IBER which we have not been able to meet with
our previously selected parameters. We already have an experimental IBER that
is too high. Equation 4.8 predicts the new IBER from incorporating the specified
n, k ECC [13]. In this equation, the new IBER is PECC with p being the pre-ECC
IBER. n is from our specified n, k code as is t, the number of bits in each codeword
the ECC can correct. To use this equation as a predictor, our system must follow
the properties of a binary symmetric channel.
µ ¶
n
n j
1 X
j
p (1 − p)n−j
PECC =
n j=t+1 j

(4.8)

A binary symmetric channel states that the probability a transmitted symbol
is received incorrectly is equal for the entire set of possible transmitted symbols. The
probability that the symbol will be received incorrectly is the same regardless of the
sent symbol. In our system, a binary symmetric channel implies that it is equally
probable that an embedded ‘1’ will be incorrectly extracted as a ‘0’ as it is probable
that an embedded ‘0’ will be incorrectly extracted as a ‘1.’ Figure 4.5 shows how for
T = 11, Q = 8, the system is binary symmetric for most values of S over the region
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to
2

to to . The percentage of the total IBER of ‘1’s being extracted as ‘0’s is similar

to the percentage of ‘0’s being extracted as ‘1’s.
Two values of S are not binary symmetric in our example. These occur at
S = 43 to = 12, and S =

to
2

= 8. In these two instances, all the error is one way error.

As S approaches to all the error also appears one way. However, because there are
significantly fewer errors in this area, most of the errors appear within the same bad
bin, and so have the same one way error. We consider these values of S to still cause
a binary symmetric channel because the error is so limited.
1
0.9
0.8

Percentage of total IBER

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
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12
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Figure 4.5: For T = 11 and Q = 8, the system is binary symmetric for most values
of S. The circles are the percentage of total IBER of ‘0’s being extracted as ‘1’s.
The triangles are the percentage of ‘1’s being extracted as ‘0’s. For S = t2o = 8 and
S = 34 to = 12, all the error is caused by one way. The system is not binary symmetric
for these cases.
For S =

to
,
2

each bin contains an embedded ‘1’ and an embedded ‘0’ as demon-

strated in Figure 4.2 earlier. Taking modulo(reconstructed value, S) always returns
S
.
2

Because

S
2

is greater than or equal to

S
,
2

the output is always a ‘0.’ Therefore,

all embedded ‘0’s are extracted as ‘0’s while all embedded ‘1’s are also extracted as
‘0’s. This causes a non-symmetric error channel for this S value.
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When S = 34 to , we also have a non-symmetric error channel. For this S value,
the bins are in a three bin repeated cycle. The first bin contains an embedded ‘1’
and extracts it as such when reconstructed. The second bin does the same for an
embedded ‘0.’ The third bin contains both an embedded ‘1’ and an embedded ‘0.’
The reconstructed value in this third bin modulated with S is always 0. During
the extraction step, because 0 is less than

S
,
2

we always get a ‘1.’ This means

that embedded ‘1’s will always be extracted correctly. Embedded ‘0’s will only be
extracted correctly half the time because the third bin in the three bin repeated
cycle always returns the incorrect bit while the second bin returns the correct bit.
Therefore, all errors with this S are caused only from embedded ‘0’s being extracted
as ‘1’s again causing a non-symmetric error channel.
Over most of the range of S values, the system is binary symmetric. Because
of this, we can use Equation 4.8 to predict the IBER after incorporating an n, k
ECC. For two values of S, however, we do not have a binary symmetric channel. We
cannot predict the IBER when incorporating the ECC around these two S values .
4.3.3 Error Correction Code Results.

Figure 4.6 shows the IBER for a

constant Q and T with varying S. Each plot has a different n, k BCH code. The
horizontal line is the error rate the given code can correct. This number is nt . For S
values with IBER below this correctable limit, the results with the ECC are lower
than without it. For some instances, the IBER drops to zero.
Table 4.2 shows the overhead cost in terms of percentage of useable watermarking bits for each n, k pair in Figure 4.6. As the overhead increases, the percentage
n
63
63
31
255
Table 4.2:

k
10
18
16
131

overhead cost
63−10
= 84%
63
63−18
= 71%
63
31−16
= 48%
31
255−131
= 49%
255

Overhead cost for using BCH error correcting code.
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Figure 4.6: Plots showing the results of using BCH error correction codes with
T = 11 and Q = 8 but different n, k combination. The circles are the IBER without
any ECC, while the stars are those with ECC. When the IBER without ECC drops
below the correctable line ( nt ), the corresponding IBER with ECC drops, sometimes
to zero. (a) n = 63, k = 10. (b) n = 63, k = 18. (c) n = 31, k = 16. (d)
n = 255, k = 131.
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of bits corrected also increases. This allows us to use a weaker S while increasing
the ECC. For example, if a user requires a high PSNR with a specific IBER, we
would need to use a small S which increases the probability of extracted bit errors
to keep a high PSNR. However, if we are able to use more image coefficients, N , for
watermarking, we can incorporate a large ECC to correct these extracted bit errors
while keeping S small and PSNR high.
Places that the experimental results and the predictive results do not match
are around S = 43 to = 12. The system is not a binary symmetric channel for this
value of S as explained earlier meaning Equation 4.8 does not hold. This shows that
given an IBER and n, k values, we can predict the new IBER before implementing.
We can predict the new IBER when using the BCH ECC.
4.4 Given T, choose an N, Q, and S to give the desired PSNR
There is no prediction for PSNR. Equation 2.1 shows how the PSNR depends
upon the mean square error between the original and reconstructed coefficients. The
mean square error between these two values cannot be predicted because of the
modulo arithmetic used in the reconstruction. This mean square error can only
be known using the exact input coefficients. The experimental results dictate that
PSNR relies heavily upon N : the larger the N , the higher the PSNR. We also know
that N relies upon NQ with NQ relying upon T , S, and more importantly, Q as seen
in Section 4.2. Even though we cannot get a prediction for PSNR, we do see trends
for PSNR based upon the parameters N , Q, and S.
The biggest impact on PSNR is the number of wavelet coefficients and the
quantization level. The quantization level, Q, determines to what precision the
reconstructed values will be similar to the original. As Q increases, we store more
data for each coefficient and so get a better reconstruction of the original value.
However, Q specifies the maximum number of coefficients, NQ , we can use from
the image. Increasing the number of coefficients used in reconstruction has a more
significant impact upon the PSNR than increasing the precision while using only a
4-14

few coefficients. Once Q is specified, the number of coefficients, N , becomes the most
significant parameter. Because the image is transformed into the wavelet domain
and the wavelet transform is parsimonious, we only require a small portion of the
coefficients to reconstruct a high quality image. However, the more coefficients we
have, the quality does improve. Figure 4.7 shows the PSNR with a constant T , Q,
and S while varying N to demonstrate the impact N has upon PSNR.
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Figure 4.7: The biggest impact on PSNR is the number of image coefficients available for reconstruction for a given a number of quantization iterations Q. Keeping
S constant, the above plot shows the PSNR versus a varying N .
Figure 4.8 shows the contour lines of constant PSNR for the specific S and Q.
For this figure, the PSNR varies 9.2dB. N is chosen to equal the NQ specified by
the S, Q pair. For a small Q, the NQ is small, and S has little impact upon the
PSNR as seen by the relatively smooth vertical contour line. As Q increases, S does
seem to have more of an impact. For the range 8 ≤ S ≤ 13, the Q value needed
to keep a constant PSNR needs to increase. As we increase S in this region, we are
required to save more bits to keep a constant PSNR. S only seems to impact the
PSNR because the S value is directly affecting the NQ which is the N for this PSNR
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calculation. This change in NQ because of the S is explained by the modulo function
in calculating the post-watermarked values as in the example pictured by Figure 4.4
previously.
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Figure 4.8: Contour lines of constant PSNR for the varying S and Q. T is constant.
N equals the NQ for the S, Q pair.
Forcing a small constant N for all the values of S and Q returns a range of
PSNR values less than 0.05dB. If we increase N to a larger constant size as in Figure
4.9, we get a range of 0.3dB, six times the size previously. However, we can no
longer use some of the S, Q pairs because this larger N exceeds the NQ for these
pairs. From Equation 3.3, to stay out of the Dropped Bits region, N must be less
than or equal to NQ .
We do not have a prediction for PSNR. We do see trends though. Using a Q
value that offers a large enough NQ , the larger the number of coefficients, N , we use,
the higher the PSNR. Also, the strength of watermarking, S, impacts the choice of
N . For some ranges of S, the NQ is limited to a smaller value because of the modulo
arithmetic in watermarking the coefficients.
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Figure 4.9: For a large constant N , PSNR varies over the range of S and Q.
However, some S, Q pairs cannot be used as their NQ is smaller than the large N .
4.5 Example Output
Figure 4.10 shows an example output of this research. Figure 4.10(a) is the
original image without any compression. Figure 4.10(b) shows the reconstructed
image embedding M = 8, 160 information bits using the same number of coefficients,
Q = 9 quantization iterations, and an embedding strength of S = 7. We get a PSNR
of 35.5dB, an IBER of 6.8%, and a bit rate of

51,355
2562

= 0.78. Our theoretical IBER

calculation with these parameters is 12.75%. By incorporating a 255,131 BCH ECC,
Figure 4.10(c) shows the image maintains a quality PSNR, 35.5dB. We maintain
a bit rate of 0.78. By using the ECC, we lower our IBER from 6.8% to 2.2%.
The cost is a reduction in the number of coefficients actually carrying information
bits. Incorporating the ECC, we only embedd M = 4, 192 information bits. Only
4,192
8,160

= 51% of the coefficients carry information. Without ECC, we embed only the

information bits, but with the ECC we embed the coded bits. Our system is viable
for we are able to achieve the user specified IBER by varying different parameters
without adversely affecting the PSNR.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.10: (a) Shows the original image before any compression. The next two
images show the reconstructed image using quantization iterations Q = 9, embedding
strength S = 7, and number of coefficients N = 8, 160. (b) Without using any
error correction, we get an IBER=6.8%, a PSNR=35.5dB, and embed M = 8, 160
information bits. (c) Incorporating a 255,131 BCH error correction code, we lower
the IBER to 2.2% while maintaining a PSNR of 35.5dB. The cost is lowering the
amount of information bits we embed to M = 4, 192.
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4.6 Summary
This chapter explained how given goals by the user: reliability of transmitting
the information bits (IBER), the number of information bits to transfer (M ), the bit
rate, or the image quality (PSNR), we can determine the set of variables to operate
the system. We performed a thorough analysis and provided examples to demonstrate this. Given a specific IBER and image, we know the relationship between the
embedding strength and number of quantization iterations to select values to guarantee the IBER. We have also shown how to incorporate an error correction code
to lower the IBER without increasing the embedding strength which has a negative
impact on PSNR. For a specified bit rate or number of information bits to transfer,
we demonstrated how we can choose the number of wavelet coefficients to use that
achieves these goals without introducing information bit errors due to dropped bits.
Finally, we explained that even though we cannot meet a specific PSNR, we can
estimate the PSNR through trends in the number of wavelet coefficients used.
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V. Conclusions
5.1 Contributions
This work began by considering embedding audio information into video frames.
However, through our frame-by-frame analysis and the nature of the digital watermarking technique fundamental to this system, any information stream can be embedded as the watermark. Possible other watermark streams include a copyright,
a text message, or an image. Similarly, any digital medium can be the source we
embed the watermark into. We are not restricted to audio nor are we restricted to
video frames.
Through our analysis and experimental results, we have demonstrated via examples that the compression system for embedding binary data into video frames
can be controlled by a set of variables. We demonstrated that given an information bit error rate (IBER) specified by the user, we can set the parameters of the
system to achieve this requirement. By working in the Extraction Error region of
the IBER plot, we can select the variables to achieve the specified IBER. We use
this region of the IBER plot because operating in the Dropped Bits region gives 50%
IBER which is not correctable. We demonstrated that in the Perfection Extraction
region, IBER=0% thus, the variables are free to minimize other criteria: amount of
information bits, bit rate, or PSNR.
Instead of requiring a specific IBER, the user may specify a number of information bits to embed or a bit rate to achieve. We explained how to take an image file and
by varying the number of quantization iterations and embedding strength, we can
find the maximum number of coefficients that can be quantized and reconstructed.
By selecting a number of coefficients less than or equal to this maximum value and
equal to the number of information bits, we can ensure that every information bit is
embedded into a coefficient, the coefficient quantized and reconstructed which allows
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the information bit to be extracted. By choosing a low number of coefficients for the
given quantization iterations, we can achieve the bit rate requirement.
If the user wishes to decrease the IBER and is willing to pay the cost, an
error correction code (ECC) can be incorporated into the system. Because we have
demonstrated that the system is a binary symmetric channel over most embedding
strengths, we can use an error correction code (ECC) and predict the new IBER. The
cost for using the ECC comes in transmitting more watermark bits than information
bits. With the ECC, we encode the k length information block into an n length
codeword which we embed. Because n > k, we have more watermark bits than
information bits as opposed to not using the ECC where the number of watermark
bits equals the number of information bits.
We also analyzed the last requirement a user can specify, the PSNR. Even
though we cannot predict the PSNR, we explained trends in the variables that impact
the PSNR. The number of quantization iterations dictate how much precision we
retain when we reconstruct the coefficients. The more precision, the lower the error
leading to a higher PSNR. However, the real power of the number of quantization
iterations in relation to PSNR comes in dictating the largest number of coefficients
that can be used. By increasing the number of coefficients, the PSNR increases.
Varying the number of coefficients retained impacts the PSNR more so than keeping
the the number of coefficients constant and varying the embedding strength and
number of quantization iterations.
In conclusion, our research shows that we can meet the user requirements for
the state of the system. The state of the system can be viewed as the information
bit error rate, the number of information bits to transmit, the bit rate, and the
PSNR. Our experimental results demonstrate that our calculations are correct and
provide a means for choosing optimal operating points in the “Wavelet-Based Audio
Embedding & Audio/Video Compression” system of Mendenhall [10]. We analyzed
a specific embedding and compression scheme. The analysis may apply to other
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compression schemes (JPEG), however our results are tied to this specific technique.
With the analysis and incorporation of free variables, we have increased the versatility of our technique making it more competitive as a viable compression scheme
for video data.
5.2 Future Work
The next step in the embedding/compression system evolution is automation.
The automation can select the variable values to dictate the state of the system to
meet the user requirements. If given less stringent requirements, the automation can
return a range of values that meets the requirements for the user to choose from.
This would allow the user to make a general requirement and upon iterations create
more specific requirements with the aid of the automation.
A frame-by-frame analysis can be performed to achieve a constant transmission
bit rate. By maintaining a constant bit rate, a bandwidth requirement can be met.
Using the three-dimensional nature of video, different frames may take more of
the embedding load than others. Some frames may be able to mask more watermark
bits easier than others. By adjusting the amount of watermark bits for each frame,
we may be able to achieve a better overall compression ratio.
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